USEF/USEA
Dressage Apprentice Evaluation Form
Eventing Judge

Name of Applicant (print): __________________________________________ USEF ID: ____________

Name of Official (print): __________________________________________ USEF ID: ____________

Competition Name: __________________________________________________________________________

Competition Location and Date: __________________________ Competition ID: ______________

Select the levels that apply and the number of tests apprenticed:

☐ Beginner Novice ______ ☐ Novice ______ ☐ Training ______ ☐ Modified ______

☐ Preliminary ______ ☐ Intermediate ______ ☐ Advanced ______ ☐ CCI1* (S or L) ______

☐ CCI2* (S or L) ______ ☐ CCI3* (S or L) ______ ☐ CCI4* (S or L) ______ ☐ CCI5* (S or L) ______

Using a scale of 1-5, 5 being “Exceptional candidate for promotion” and 1 being “Not ready for promotion,” rate the apprentice’s ability per the following statements. If appropriate, include any comments on page 2 or a separate page.

1. ______ Understands criteria for levels, including gaits, movements, and figures.

2. ______ Understands terminology/vocabulary relative to all collective marks for gaits, understands regularity and freedom, understands components of impulsion for the level, understands components of submission, and understands the correct seat and the effect of the aids.

3. ______ Ability to keep up with performance, methodology (dealing with the most important aspect or essence in each movement, arriving at the basic score value, treatment of modifiers), consistent evaluation of basic in every movement.

4. ______ Relative placement of horses within a division, scores within standard, use of scoring range.

5. ______ Matching of scores and comments, correct use of standard vocabulary, gives sufficient comments, makes constructive and useful comments, and writes a short and meaningful summary, which emphasizes the most important aspects of the test.

6. ______ Carefully listens to others to gain a full understanding of the issues. Exhibits a courteous, conscientious, and business-like manner in all work-related activities, and when communicating with others. Acts for the spirit of the sport without regard to convenience or self-interests. Communicates confidentially and clearly information including intended outcomes and foreseeable risks.

Please provide an explanation for any rating of 3 and below. Do not hesitate to continue on an additional sheet of paper.

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

12/31/20
The judge will complete and sign the form and give a copy to the apprentice. The apprentice is responsible for uploading the completed and signed form to their licensing checklist on the USEF website.